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ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id>

[ICMSDS 2020] Submission Acknowledgement 
2 messages

Organizing Committee <statsid.journal@gmail.com> 18 October 2020 at 16:42
To: Aswi <aswi@unm.ac.id>

Aswi: 

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Dr Effects of Climatic Factors on Dengue Incidence: A comparison of Bayesian spatio-temporal models" to International Conference
on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020. With the online journal management system that we are using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial
process by logging in to the journal web site: 

Submission URL: https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds/authorDashboard/submission/231 
Username: aswi 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Organizing Committee 

________________________________________________________________________ 
International Conference on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020

Organizing Committee <statsid.journal@gmail.com> 18 October 2020 at 17:15
To: Ruliana <ruliana.t@unm.ac.id>, Aswi Aswi <aswi@unm.ac.id>

Hello, 

Muhammad Arif Tiro has submitted the manuscript, "Literacy Description of Probability for the Senior Secondary School Students in Makassar City" to International Conference
on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020.  
[Quoted text hidden]

https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds/authorDashboard/submission/231
https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds
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ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id>

[ICMSDS 2020] Editor Decision 
3 messages

Secretariat of ICMSDS 2020 <statsid.journal@gmail.com> 20 September 2020 at 19:34
To: Aswi Aswi <aswi@unm.ac.id>

Dear Aswi Aswi, Sukarna, Susanna Cramb, Kerrie Mengersen:

We are pleased to inform you that your abstract with the following details:

Paper ID : 206

Author(s) : Aswi Aswi, Sukarna, Susanna Cramb, Kerrie Mengersen

Title : Effects of climatic factors on dengue incidence: A comparison of Bayesian spatio-temporal
models

is accepted to be presented to International Conference on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020, and your full paper will be included in the selection for
proceeding. For full paper submission, you should submit using our OJS on "https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds/authorDashboard/submission/206". Please kindly by
scrolling down the page, you will find a panel for Revisions. Use the "Upload File" link to upload your manuscript.

In addition, you may now proceed with the payment. Your registration fee can be seen on https://icmsds.stats.id/ or it should be equal to 350.000 IDR if you transfer until
September 30, 2020 (early bird). Please note that there will be an additional 900.000 IDR publication fee for IOP Proceeding (optional).

You are welcome to pay the publication fee along with the registration fee, or later upon the acceptance notification on the IOP proceeding. Furthermore, the publication
fee paid on registration will be refunded if the paper is not published in the IOP proceeding.

The fees shall be transferred to:

Name of Bank       : Bank BNI
Account Number   : 3898498
Holder                     : Rektor IPB c.q. Kerjasama FMIPA
SWIFT Code             : BNINIDJABGR

Please kindly upload your proof of payment and student/ISI/IndoMS/IORA ID (if you haven’t uploaded it at the previous pre-registration form) using your OJS account.

https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds/authorDashboard/submission/206
https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds/authorDashboard/submission/206
https://icmsds.stats.id/
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Please do not hesitate to contact us if you need further assistance. Looking forward to seeing you soon at ICMSDS 2020.

Kindly regards,

Secretariat of ICMSDS 2020

________________________________________________________________________ 
International Conference on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020

ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id> 20 September 2020 at 20:27
To: Kerrie Mengersen <k.mengersen@qut.edu.au>, Susanna Cramb <susanna.cramb@qut.edu.au>

Dear Prof Kerrie and Susanna,

FYI, I forwarded this email below.

Thank you very much.

Best Regards,

ASWI
[Quoted text hidden]

Susanna Cramb <susanna.cramb@qut.edu.au> 21 September 2020 at 06:00
To: ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id>

Congratulations, Aswi!

[Quoted text hidden]

https://icmsds.stats.id/reg/index.php/icmsds
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ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id>

[ICMSDS 2020] Editor Decision 
4 messages

Secretariat of ICMSDS 2020 <statsid.journal@gmail.com> 14 December 2020 at 12:34
To: Aswi Aswi <aswi@unm.ac.id>

Dear Aswi Aswi, Sukarna, Susanna Cramb, Kerrie Mengersen: 

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to International Conference on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020, "Effects of climatic factors on dengue
incidence: A comparison of Bayesian spatio-temporal models". 

Our decision is: Revisions Required

Please submit the full paper immediately. We are looking forward to receiving the revised version no later than January 15, 2021. Make sure the revised version follows the
IOP format at the following link: https://icmsds.stats.id/?page_id=430.

Kindly regards,

Secretariat of ICMSDS 2020

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer A:

Similarity = 37%,

Maximum each = 14%

Recommendation: See Comments 

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer B: 
Recommendation: See Comments 

------------------------------------------------------ 

https://icmsds.stats.id/?page_id=430
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1. The Systematics only consists minimal of:

INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, REFERENCES

Yes

 

2. No paragraph is only one sentence.

Yes

 

3. The introduction consists of the scope of the problem, the state of the art (what other people have done), what others have not done, and the objective(s) of the research.

Yes

 

4. The Research method must contain references.

No

 

5. The Results and discussion contain an interpretation of results according to goals or hypotheses, what the meaning, and how they compare to other similar previous
research.

No

 

6. Pictures, all pictures in the form of graphics, diagrams, schematics, photos are named with Figure, and made in the box/group/table so as not rupture when the layout
created.

Picture listing procedure:

The pictures are numbered and the picture title, the center margin

Yes

 

7. A Table consists of several rows and is written as Table

Yes
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8. CONCLUSION consists of the conclusion should be the answer to the questions and objectives of the study. Conclusions are expressed in a paragraph, not points, and are
expressed not in mathematical/statistical sentences. If necessary, at the end of the conclusion can also be written the things that will be done related to the next idea of the
study.

No

 

10. REFERENCES

Each article should have at least ten references.
All the sources contained in the reference is a quote stated in the script
References should contain references originating from primary sources (scientific journals and a minimum of 80% of the entire bibliography)

References should contain references from a new one with a minimum of 80% of the entire bibliography

No

 

11. Remarks

Need clear explanation at a) Methodology, b)Result and discussion 
Need some new literatures from journal

12. Final Decision

Major revision required

------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer C: 
Recommendation:  

------------------------------------------------------ 

1. The Systematics only consists minimal of:

INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, REFERENCES

Yes

 

2. No paragraph is only one sentence.
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Yes

 

3. The introduction consists of the scope of the problem, the state of the art (what other people have done), what others have not done, and the objective(s) of the research.

Yes

 

4. The Research method must contain references.

Yes

 

5. The Results and discussion contain an interpretation of results according to goals or hypotheses, what the meaning, and how they compare to other similar previous
research.

Yes

 

6. Pictures, all pictures in the form of graphics, diagrams, schematics, photos are named with Figure, and made in the box/group/table so as not rupture when the layout
created.

Picture listing procedure:

The pictures are numbered and the picture title, the center margin

Yes

 

7. A Table consists of several rows and is written as Table

Yes

 

8. CONCLUSION consists of the conclusion should be the answer to the questions and objectives of the study. Conclusions are expressed in a paragraph, not points, and are
expressed not in mathematical/statistical sentences. If necessary, at the end of the conclusion can also be written the things that will be done related to the next idea of the
study.

Yes

 

10. REFERENCES
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Each article should have at least ten references.
All the sources contained in the reference is a quote stated in the script
References should contain references originating from primary sources (scientific journals and a minimum of 80% of the entire bibliography)

References should contain references from a new one with a minimum of 80% of the entire bibliography

Yes

 

11. Remarks

------------------------------------------------------ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
International Conference on Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Science 2020

A-206.pdf 
1015K

ASWI UNM <aswi@unm.ac.id> 15 January 2021 at 11:55
To: Susanna Cramb <susanna.cramb@qut.edu.au>

Dear Susanna,

How are you? Have you returned from your holiday yet?
I forward the decision from the committee regarding our conference paper. 
Actually, the deadline for submission is today, but I talked to the committee that I could not finish by today for this paper. However, I  submitted another paper with my
colleagues this morning.

I am trying to finish revising our paper by today and I plan to send you tomorrow morning. Hopefully, you have time to give comments and suggestions.

Thank you very much.

Best Regards,

ASWI
[Quoted text hidden]
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